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Crime and Justice in America: An Introduction to Criminal JusticeRoutledge, 2011

	Crime and Justice in America offers a concise, affordable, and reader friendly full-color introduction to the criminal justice system. It explores the system in four sections: the criminal justice system as social control, law enforcement as social control, the law as social control, and corrections as social control. Widely...
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Victorian Poetry: Poetry, Poetics and Politics (Routledge Critical History of Victorian Poetry)Routledge, 1996
To my mind Armstrong's book makes its contribution to the study of Victorian Literature in two key ways.  I expect I will return often to her very sophistocated consideration of that old chesnut, the Victorian crystallization of lyric subjectivity in a political-poetical dramaturgy of self-spectatorship. And I find an extraordinary resonance in her...
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Perspectives on Retranslation: Ideology, Paratexts, Methods (Routledge Advances in Translation and Interpreting Studies)Routledge, 2018

	
		Perspectives on Retranslation: Ideology, Paratexts, Methods explores retranslation from a variety of aspects and reflects methodological and theoretical developments in the field. Featuring eleven chapters, each offering a unique approach, the book presents a well-rounded analysis of contemporary issues in retranslation. It brings...
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The Sustainable Enterprise Fieldbook: Building New Bridges, Second EditionRoutledge, 2018

	
		With deep thought and inspiring examples, this updated book engages readers by increasing their understanding and awareness of what sustainability means conceptually, practically, personally, and professionally. It provides readers with the tools and techniques to improve the social, environmental, and economic performance of their...
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Financial Econometrics (Routledge Advanced Texts in Economics and Finance)Routledge, 2002

	This book focuses on time series models widely and frequently used in the examination of issues in financial economics and financial markets, which are scattered in the literature and are yet to be integrated into a single-volume, multitheme and empirical research-oriented text. The book, providing an overview of contemporary topics related...
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The Routledge Companion to Popular Music Analysis: Expanding Approaches (Routledge Music Companions)Routledge, 2018

	
		The Routledge Companion to Popular Music Analysis: Expanding Approaches widens the scope of analytical approaches for popular music by incorporating methods developed for analyzing contemporary art music. This study endeavors to create a new analytical paradigm for examining popular music from the perspective of developments...
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Sex For Sale: Prostitution, Pornography, and the Sex IndustryRoutledge, 2009
A groundbreaking collection of essays on the sex industry. Sex for Sale contains original studies on sex work, its risks and benefits, and its political implications. The book covers areas not commonly researched, including gay and lesbian pornography, telephone sex workers, customers of prostitutes, male and female escorts who work...
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Electrical and Electronic Principles and TechnologyRoutledge, 2010

	For students following pre-degree vocational electronic and electrical engineering courses at levels 2 and 3; foundation degree students and undergraduates.


	The BTEC National Engineering course has a brand new syllabus and this text is now fully updated to reflect these changes. It introduces electrical principles and...
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Perceptions of Climate Change from North India: An Ethnographic Account (Routledge Advances in Climate Change Research)Routledge, 2021

	
		Perceptions of Climate Change from North India: An Ethnographic Account explores local perceptions of climate change through ethnographic encounters with the men and women who live at the front line of climate change in the lower Himalayas.

	
		From data collected over the course of a year in a small...
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Affective Societies: Key Concepts (Routledge Studies in Affective Societies)Routledge, 2019

	
		Affect and emotion have come to dominate discourse on social and political life in the mobile and networked societies of the early 21st century.

	
		This volume introduces a unique collection of essential concepts for theorizing and empirically investigating societies as Affective Societies. The concepts promote insights...
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Handbook of Therapeutic Storytelling: Stories and Metaphors in Psychotherapy, Child and Family Therapy, Medical Treatment, Coaching and SupervisionRoutledge, 2018

	
		The Handbook of Therapeutic Storytelling enables people in the healing professions to utilise storytelling, pictures and metaphors as interventions to help their patients.

	
		Communicating in parallel worlds and using simple images and solutions can help to generate positive attitudes, which can then be nurtured and...
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The Handbook of Communication SkillsRoutledge, 2018

	
		The Handbook of Communication Skills is recognised as one of the core texts in the field of communication, offering a state-of-the-art overview of this rapidly evolving field of study. This comprehensively revised and updated fourth edition arrives at a time when the realm of interpersonal communication has attracted immense...
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